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Abstract

The tropical intraseasonal variability in an idealized moist general circulation model (GCM) which has a simple moist convection

scheme and realistic radiative transfer, but no parameterization of cloud processes is investigated. In a zonally symmetric

aquaplanet state, variability is dominated by westward-propagating Rossby waves. Enforcing zonal asymmetry through the

application of a prescribed heat flux in the slab ocean bottom boundary leads to the development of a slow, eastward propagating

mode which bears some of the characteristics of the observed Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). When the ocean heat flux is

made stronger, high frequency Kelvin waves exist alongside the MJO mode. The spatial distribution of precipitation anomalies

in the disturbances most resemble the MJO when very shallow slab ocean depths (1 m) are used, but the mode still exists at

deeper slabs. Sensitivity experiments to the parameters of the convection scheme suggest that the simulated MJO mode couples

to convection in a way that is distinct from both Kelvin and Rossby waves generated by the model. Analysis of the column

moist static energy (CMSE) budget of the MJO mode suggests that radiative heating plays only a weak role in destabilizing

the mode, in contrast to many previous idealized modelling studies of the MJO. Instead, the CMSE budget highlights the

importance of the lifecycle of vertical advection for the destabilization and propagation of the MJO. Synergies between the

generated MJO mode and linear theories of the MJO are discussed as well.
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ABSTRACT: The tropical intraseasonal variability in an idealized moist general circulation model

(GCM) which has a simple moist convection scheme and realistic radiative transfer, but no param-

eterization of cloud processes is investigated. In a zonally symmetric aquaplanet state, variability

is dominated by westward-propagating Rossby waves. Enforcing zonal asymmetry through the

application of a prescribed heat flux in the slab ocean bottom boundary leads to the development

of a slow, eastward propagating mode which bears some of the characteristics of the observed

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO). When the ocean heat flux is made stronger, high frequency

Kelvin waves exist alongside the MJO mode. The spatial distribution of precipitation anomalies in

the disturbances most resemble the MJO when very shallow slab ocean depths (1 m) are used, but

the mode still exists at deeper slabs. Sensitivity experiments to the parameters of the convection

scheme suggest that the simulated MJO mode couples to convection in a way that is distinct from

both Kelvin and Rossby waves generated by the model. Analysis of the column moist static energy

(CMSE) budget of the MJO mode suggests that radiative heating plays only a weak role in destabi-

lizing the mode, in contrast to many previous idealized modelling studies of the MJO. Instead, the

CMSE budget highlights the importance of the lifecycle of vertical advection for the destabilization

and propagation of the MJO. Synergies between the generated MJO mode and linear theories of

the MJO are discussed as well.
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1. Introduction24

TheMadden Julian Oscillation (MJO) is the strongest mode of intraseasonal variability observed25

over the Indo-Pacific warm pool (Madden and Julian 1971, 1972). Unlike other prominent modes26

of tropical wave variability such as Kelvin waves and Equatorial Rossby waves, the MJO does not27

appear as a solution to the linear dry equations of Matsuno (1966). The wavenumber-frequency28

analysis of Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) further confirmed the MJO’s existence as a distinct mode29

from convectively-coupled equatorial Kelvin waves. This has led many to posit that atmospheric30

water vapor plays a key role in the dynamics of the MJO [See reviews by Zhang et al. (2020) and31

Jiang et al. (2020) for in-depth discussions of current theories of the MJO]. However, a consistent32

physical picture of the mechanisms which control the initiation, maintenance and propagation of33

the MJO has yet to be attained in the fifty years since the identification of the phenomenon.34

Moisture mode theories of the MJO (Adames and Maloney 2021) have provided promising35

insights into the dynamics of the MJO. The concept of a moisture mode, in which the presence of36

atmospheric water vapor is fundamental to the existence of equatorial wave modes, was defined37

in a formal manner by Sobel et al. (2001). Subsequent works have looked at how surface heat38

exhange processes (Neelin et al. 1987; Emanuel 1987) may be responsible for the destabilization39

of the MJO at planetary scales (Fuchs and Raymond 2005, 2017). Other moisture mode theories40

(Sobel and Maloney 2012, 2013) have described the dynamical fields of the MJO as being the41

response to the instantaneous localized heating of the MJO in the spirit of Gill (1980), with the42

localized heating determined by a prognostic moisture equation. Adames and Kim (2016) further43

developed this Gill-like response theory for the MJO. Subsequent work has suggested that moisture44

modes and the MJO may exist on a spectrum of tropical wave species which are differentiated by45

the interaction of time scales of moist convection, dry gravity waves and the wave itself (Adames46

et al. 2019).47

In moisture mode theories of the MJO, the gross moist stability (GMS) (Raymond et al. 2009;48

Inoue and Back 2015b) plays an important role. The GMS measures the export of column moist49

static energy (CMSE) normalized by some measure of the strength of convection. Regions with50

negative GMS will increase their CMSE, while those with positive GMS will remove CMSE.51

Some moisture mode theories of the MJO rely on the reduction of the "effective" GMS felt by the52

column through diabatic effects such as cloud-radiative feedbacks (Adames and Kim 2016; Adames53
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et al. 2019) to make the GMS negative and thus destabilize moisture modes. Conversely, Fuchs54

and Raymond (2017) showed that moisture modes may be destabilized at planetary scales in the55

absence of cloud-radiative effects, with the GMS remaining positive. Inoue and Back (2015b) and56

Inoue and Back (2017) showed that in reality, the GMS is a highly time-dependent quantity which57

fluctuates around a characteristic value which is the relevant GMS quantity for linear moisture58

mode theories. However, this time-dependence has a distinct lifecycle associated with the recharge59

and discharge of CMSE, with lower GMS occuring before the time of maximum convection, and60

higher GMS afterwards.61

The moisture mode framework is far from the only theoretical explanation that has been posited62

for the MJO. Recharge-discharge theories of the MJO (Bladé and Hartmann 1993; Hu and Randall63

1994) suggest that the observed intraseasonal time scale of the MJO can be attributed to local64

convective processes associated with the recharge and discharge of column moist static energy. In65

this view, shallow vertical velocity profiles build up moist static energy within the column, which is66

then removed by the ensuing deep and then stratiform convection, leading to a period of weakened67

convection while the column starts to recharge its CMSE. Such theories require an explanation for68

the preferential development of shallow convection on the eastern margins of the MJO to explain69

its eastward propagation (Wolding and Maloney 2015). Benedict and Randall (2007) found that70

frictional moisture convergence in the boundary layer (Wang and Rui 1990;Maloney and Hartmann71

1998) could act as a mechanism to initiate this convective lifecycle.72

The emergence of further theories in recent years highlights the challenges that still remain73

in understanding the MJO. Multiscale interaction theories (Majda and Stechmann 2009, 2011)74

suggest that theMJO is an envelope of smaller-scale convective features which interact non-linearly75

with tropospheric water vapor. Quasi-equilibrium theories of the MJO hold some similarities to76

moisture mode theories, and have variants which rely on cloud-radiation interactions to grow at77

planetary scales (Emanuel 1987) and those that are unstable without such feedbacks (Ahmed 2021).78

Gravity wave theories of the MJO (Yang and Ingersoll 2013, 2014) posit that the MJO is generated79

by interference between westward- and eastward-propagating gravity waves when convection is80

viewed as a triggered process. Still more exotic theories of the MJO have been put forth; the81

theories of Yano and Tribbia (2017) and Rostami and Zeitlin (2019) suggest that it is non-linearity,82

rather than tropospheric water vapor which is essential to the presence of an MJO wave mode.83
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While these theories have elicited varying degrees of attention in the scientific community, none84

of them is recognized as a complete explanation of the MJO.85

In parallel with theoretical developments, idealized modelling studies of theMJO have attempted86

to elucidate its underlying physical mechanisms. The processes which destabilize and propagate the87

MJO in zonally symmetric settings have been explored in comprehensive GCMs with traditional88

convection parameterizations (Carlson and Caballero 2016), super-parameterized convection (An-89

dersen and Kuang 2012; Arnold et al. 2013; Arnold and Randall 2015) and with cloud-resolving90

resolution (Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2018). Other studies have instead focused on the role91

that the Indo-Pacific warm pool plays in the existence of the MJO; Maloney et al. (2010) showed92

that a stronger MJO could be generated in fixed sea surface temperature (SST) simulations in93

which the SST distribution mimicked the observed pattern of Earth, relative to zonally symmetric94

simulations. However, the development of a strong MJO mode in Maloney et al. (2010) also relied95

on a reduction of the extratropical meridional SST gradient to a quarter of its observed value.96

GCMs with simplified convection schemes have seen limited use in studying the MJO. In zonally97

symmetric configurations, models such as the one described in Frierson et al. (2006, 2007) when98

augmented with a simplified Betts-Miller convection scheme as in Frierson (2007b) have been99

shown to produce a robust band of Kelvin waves, but negligible MJO-like variability (Frierson100

2007a). When enhanced with full-physics radiative transfer this model was shown to produce101

monsoon-like seasonal variability without any parameterizations of cloud processes (Clark et al.102

2020).103

In this study we run the idealized moist GCM of Clark et al. (2020) in an aquaplanet setup with a104

slab ocean layer below. A zonally asymmetric state is induced via the application of a wavenumber-105

1 ocean heat flux to generate a warm pool in one hemisphere. This configuration will be shown to106

favor the generation of an MJO-like equatorial mode which produces slow, eastward propagating107

signals of precipitation and column water vapor in the warm pool sector. Composite analysis108

based on the velocity potential difference between the lower- and upper-troposphere suggest that109

this mode is able to reproduce many of the equatorial and extratropical features of the MJO. The110

simple convection scheme used in the model allows for a more thorough understanding of how the111

MJO-like mode couples to moist convection.112
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the idealized moist113

GCM, experimental setups and analysis techniques used in the study. Section 3 describes the114

characteristics of the mean state and tropical variability of these simulations. Section 4 discusses115

the sensitivity of the tropical waves generated in the model to a few key parameters. Section 5116

analyzes the column moist static energy budget of the MJO-like disturbances in the model, and117

discusses its connection to linear theories of the MJO. This is followed by a discussion and a118

summary of results in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.119

2. Methods120

a. Model Description121

An idealized moist GCM is used to perform numerical experiments in this study. The modeling122

setup is built upon the idealizedmoistmodel of Frierson et al. (2006, 2007), with somemodifications123

of parameterized physical processes as in Frierson (2007b) and Clark et al. (2018). The model124

has a spectral dynamical core that is run at T42 resolution, corresponding to 128 grid points in125

longitude and 64 grid points in latitude. The vertical structure of the model is that of Clark et al.126

(2020), with 40 unevenly-spaced vertical levels. The bottom boundary of the model is a mixed127

layer slab ocean with a uniform depth. The thermodynamic budget of this slab layer is128

𝜌𝑂𝑐𝑝𝑂𝑑
𝜕𝑇𝑠

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑆− 𝐿− 𝐿𝑣𝐸 −𝐻 −∇ ·FO, (1)

where 𝜌𝑂 is the density of the layer, 𝑐𝑝𝑂 its specific heat capacity, 𝑑 the depth of the mixed layer129

and 𝑇𝑠 its temperature. Forcing terms are on the right hand side, where 𝑆 represents incoming130

shortwave radiation, 𝐿 outgoing longwave radiation at the surface, 𝐿𝑣𝐸 latent heat fluxes and 𝐻131

sensible heat fluxes. The final term on the right hand side is the convergence of ocean heat fluxes.132

In this study, the ocean heat flux convergence will be prescribed to generate zonal asymmetry in133

the model.134

In our model, the condensation of water vapor in the atmosphere releases latent heat, so that135

the hydrological cycle may influence the general circulation of the atmosphere (Frierson et al.136

2006). Moist convection is parameterized as in Frierson (2007b) using a simplified Betts-Miller137

convection scheme (Betts and Miller 1986; Frierson 2007b). In this scheme temperature is relaxed138
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back to a moist adiabat and water vapor is relaxed to a constant relative humidity that consumes139

any positive convective available potential energy (CAPE) in the atmospheric column (Frierson140

2007a). This formulation introduces two parameters into the model: a moist convective adjustment141

time 𝜏SBM which controls how quickly temperature and moisture are returned to their reference142

profiles, and the relative humidity RHSBM which the moisture profile is relaxed back to. Previous143

studies have suggested that both the zonally averaged circulation (Frierson 2007b) and equatorial144

wave variability (Frierson 2007a) are sensitive to the values of these convection scheme parameters.145

Precipitation is instantly rained out when the criterion for convection or large scale condensation146

(saturation at the grid scale) is satisfied, such that this model does not contain any clouds.147

The changes introduced to the model in Clark et al. (2018) amount to adding a full-physics148

radiative transfer module to the model (Paynter and Ramaswamy 2014) to replace the gray-149

radiation scheme of Frierson et al. (2006, 2007), and using the planetary boundary layer scheme150

of O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). The use of the full-physics radiation allows for feedbacks151

between water vapor and radiation (Clark et al. 2018). The alternative boundary layer formulation152

is allowed to be unstable, in contrast to the original parameterization of Frierson et al. (2006, 2007)153

which could only be stable or neutral. This original scheme has been shown to support a robust154

spectrum of convectively-coupled equatorial Kelvin waves (Frierson 2007a); we will show that155

a broader selection of equatorial waves can be simulated when the boundary layer is allowed to156

become unstable. The set of physical parameterizations as decribed is similar to those used in157

Merlis et al. (2013).158

b. Model Experiments159

1) Core Model Experiments160

Our control experiment consists of a zonally symmetric aquaplanet with a mixed layer depth161

of 1 m. The moist convective adjustment time is set to 2 h, following the suggestion of Betts162

and Miller (1986) and consistent with previous studies using similar modelling setups (Frierson163

2007b,a; O’Gorman and Schneider 2008; Clark et al. 2018, 2020), and the relative humidity of the164

reference moisture profile is set to 70%. We run this experiment for 20 years in a perpetual equinox165

state, so that the sub-solar point always lies on the equator and there is no seasonal cycle. Analysis166

is performed on years 10 through 20 of the simulation. In this control setup with a shallow mixed167
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layer, the model likely equilibrates much faster than the 9 years that are discarded (Clark et al.168

2018), however we retain this spin-up discard to be consistent with further sensitivity experiments169

that are run with a deeper mixed layer.170

To perturb the control experiment from its zonally symmetric state, we introduce a zonally171

asymmetric ocean heat flux divergence in the mixed layer ocean. The ocean heat flux pattern is172

sinusoidal in longitude with a wavenumber-1 pattern, and equatorially trapped with a gaussian173

meridional profile using a RMS width of 18◦ in latitude. This selected pattern correspondingly174

generates a wavenumber-1 pattern in the surface temperature of the mixed layer ocean to mimic, in175

an idealized sense, the Indo-Pacific warm pool present on Earth. In our case the cold-pool region176

resides in the eastern hemisphere (0◦E - 180◦E) and the warm pool in the western hemisphere177

(180◦E - 360◦E). In using a sinusoidal pattern for the ocean heat flux divergence, no additional178

energy is added into the system through the bottom boundary in the global average. We run three179

different zonally asymmetric experiments with the amplitude of the ocean heat flux set to 25 W180

m−2, 50 W m−2 and 100 W m−2. These three amplitudes correspond to equatorial temperature181

contrasts of about 2 K, 5 K and 10 K respectively. Throughout the rest of the paper, these three182

experiments will be referred to as Q25, Q50 and Q100.183

2) Sensitivity Experiments184

In addition to the core experiments described above, we run a number of additional experiments185

to explore the sensitivity of the model state (in particular the sensitivity of its equatorial wave186

variability) to some key parameters in themodel in the asymmetric state. Firstly, we run experiments187

with different depths of the ocean mixed layer. Using the Q50 case as a starting point, we perform188

model runs with the mixed layer depth of the ocean set to 20 m and 100 m.189

We also run experiments similar to Frierson (2007a) to test the sensitivity of the model to the190

parameters of the convection scheme. Again using the Q50 run as the base point about which191

we perturb the model, we perform two additional experiments where the relative humidity of the192

reference moisture profile (RHSBM) is varied: one where we decrease RHSBM to 60% and another193

where it is increased to 80% compared to its control value of 70%. One additional test of the194

sensitivity to the convection scheme is performed by increasing the moist convective adjustment195

time 𝜏SBM to 16 h from its initial value of 2 h. This brings 𝜏SBM onto the same order as calculated196
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in observational studies of tropical precipitation (Adames 2017), as well as being the point at197

which Frierson (2007b) observed a transition in the strength of the zonally averaged circulation in198

a zonally symmetric configuration.199

c. Analysis Techniques200

1) Space-time Spectral Analysis201

The main interest of this study is the tropical wave variability of the equatorial belt. To further202

elucidate the behavior of these waves, we transform various fields into their space-time spectral203

representations to isolate modes at specific wavenumbers and frequencies. We employ the Fast-204

Fourier Transform (FFT) method of Welch (1967) as described by Wheeler and Kiladis (1999).205

The time series of a variable is split into a series of 192-day segments which overlap by 96 days,206

and a Hanning window is applied to taper the ends of the segments. The FFT is then applied to207

the time and longitude directions, and the resulting spectral representation is averaged over each208

segment and each latitude from 10◦S to 10◦N weighted by the surface area of the grid cells at209

each latitude. A red spectrum is computed by applying a 1-2-1 filter 40 times along the frequency210

dimension and 10 times along the wavenumber dimension. Finally we calculate the signal strength211

𝑆 at each wavenumber and frequency as in Clark et al. (2020) by212

𝑆 =
𝑃−𝑅

𝑃
, (2)

where 𝑃 is the power spectrum and 𝑅 is the red spectrum.213

To determine the statistical significance of the signal strength, we employ a chi-squared test at214

the 99% level. Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) calculate the number of degrees of freedom for the215

normalized power 𝑃/𝑅 as216

𝑛 =
2 (amplitude and phase)×11 (years)×8 (latitudes)×365

192 (segment length)
≈ 335, (3)

so that the critical value of the normalized power is (𝑃/𝑅)𝑐 = 𝜒2𝑐/(𝑛−1) = 1.19, where 𝜒2𝑐 is the217

value of the chi-squared cumulative distribution function at its 99th percentile. Transforming this218

critical normalized power into a critical signal strength as in Clark et al. (2020), we find that the219

criterion for significance is 𝑆 > 0.16.220
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2) Lagged Regression Analysis221

Lagged regression analysis is used to construct composite tropical disturbances out of the model222

time series. Indices for the regressions are calculated by spectrally filtering equatorial precipitation223

anomalies to retain only the variability associated with the spectral region of the waves of interest.224

This index is then standardized by removing its timemean and normalizing by its standard deviation,225

providing a non-dimensional vector P̂ which we can regress against any variables output from the226

model (Adames and Wallace 2014a; Adames and Kim 2016; Clark et al. 2020). Specifically,227

regression maps are calculated as228

D =
SP̂T

𝑁
, (4)

where the rows of the matrix S contain the time series of the regressed variable at each grid cell229

(and vertical level for three-dimensional fields), and 𝑁 is the number of entries in the time series.230

By shifting the index in time, we can calculate regression maps lagging or leading the index and231

view the time evolution of the composite event.232

The statistical significance of the regression coefficients contained in D are evaluated using a233

two-tailed Student’s t-test at the 99% significance level, with the number of degrees of freedom234

equal to the number of entries in the time series. From this test, regression values are considered235

significant if the correlation coefficient of the regression is greater than 0.02. Multiplying by the236

standard deviation of the time series in question then gives a critical magnitude for the regression237

coefficient above which results are considered statistically significant.238

3) Velocity Potential Indices for Intraseasonal Oscillations239

To further evaluate the three-dimensional structure of eastward-propagating planetary-scale240

waves with intraseasonal time scales, we also utilize the principle component analysis (PCA)241

techniques described in Adames and Wallace (2014a). The PCA is performed on the velocity po-242

tential difference (Δ𝜒) between the 850 hPa and 150 hPa isobaric levels. As described in Adames243

and Wallace (2014a), since the velocity potential is the inverse Laplacian of the divergence field, it244

captures primarily convergence which occurs on the planetary scale. Upper-level divergence (con-245

vergence) and lower-level convergence (divergence) will then be associated with positive (negative)246

values of Δ𝜒.Adames and Wallace (2014a) show that this velocity potential index performs simi-247
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larly to other MJO indices such as the real-time multivariate (RMM) MJO index of Wheeler and248

Hendon (2004). The RMM index uses outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) as one of its predictors;249

in our cloud-free model OLR may have different characteristics to that of Earth, and so we prefer250

the velocity potential index which relies only on dynamical fields. In atmospheres which support251

intraseasonal oscillations, such as the MJO on Earth, the resulting first two empirical orthogonal252

functions (EOFs) yield wavenumber-1 patterns that are in quadrature with one another. An index253

for any phase 𝛼 of the MJO can then be constructed using the principal components of the EOF1254

and EOF2:255

�̂�(𝑡) = PC1(𝑡) cos𝛼+PC2(𝑡) sin𝛼, (5)

where 𝑃𝐶1 and 𝑃𝐶2 are the PCs corresponding to the EOF1 and EOF2, respectively. Regressions256

of the form of Eq. 4 can then be carried out using these indices. Under this convection and using257

the same sign conventions for EOF1 and EOF2 as Adames and Wallace (2014a), 𝛼 = 0◦ and258

𝛼 = −90◦ would correspond to an active MJO over the Maritime Continent and the Indian Ocean,259

respectively. In our asymmetric experiments, these phases correspond to an active MJO over the260

center of the warm pool (270◦E) and the western region of the warm pool (180◦E), respectively. In261

the context of the RMM index of Wheeler and Hendon (2004), these two values of 𝛼 correspond262

roughly to Phase 4 and Phase 2, respectively (Adames 2017).263

To construct summaries of a composite ISO over its active phase, we use the "warm-pool264

compositing" technique described in Adames and Wallace (2014b, 2015). Regression maps at265

equally spaced intervals (1/32 of the MJO phase) are averaged after shifting the maps in longitude266

so that either (a) its maximum in Δ𝜒 or (b) its minimum in 𝜕Δ𝜒/𝜕𝑥 are located at the same267

reference longitude. As in Adames (2017), these two summary maps will be referred to as (a)268

warm pool composite 1 (WPC1) and (b) warm pool composite 2 (WPC2), respectively. We could269

formally write these composites as270

WPC1(D) = 1
𝜋

∫ 𝜋/2

−𝜋/2
D(𝛼,_+_𝑟1(𝛼), 𝜑, 𝑝)d𝛼 and (6a)

271

WPC2(D) = 1
𝜋

∫ 𝜋/2

−𝜋/2
D(𝛼,_+_𝑟2(𝛼), 𝜑, 𝑝)d𝛼, (6b)
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where _𝑟1(𝛼) is the longitude at which Δ𝜒 reaches it maximum and _𝑟2(𝛼) is the longitude272

at which 𝜕Δ𝜒/𝜕𝑥 reaches its minimum. Significance criteria for the warm pool composites are273

treated in a similar manner to the lagged regression analysis.274

3. Results275

a. Mean State Response to Asymmetric Forcing276

To begin our presentation of the simulation results, we look at how the addition of the zonally277

asymmetric ocean heat flux influences the time-mean and zonal-mean state of the climate. Fig.278

1a shows the meridional distribution of the zonally-averaged surface temperature for the control279

run and the Q25, Q50 and Q100 experiments. The temperature distribution in the mid-latitudes280

remain quite similar between experiments. At the equator, the meridional gradient of the surface281

temperature is reduced as the amplitude of the forcing is increased, such that the bump that is282

observed at the equator in the control run has been completely smoothed out in the Q100 run.283

Frierson (2007b) observed a similar bump appear when changes were made to the convection284

scheme of their zonally symmetric model.285

Fig. 1b shows the zonal distribution of surface temperatures at the equator. It should be noted293

that since the model is run on a Gaussian grid, "equatorial" values are actually the average of the294

two grid cells whose boundary lies on the equator. The inclusion of the ocean heat flux cools295

the surface temperatures of the eastern hemisphere and warms those of the western hemisphere.296

Since the zonal-mean surface temperature decreases as the forcing is increased, we see that the297

cold hemispheres are colder relative to the control run than the warm hemispheres are warm.298

The vertically and zonally integrated meridional moist static energy (MSE) transport is shown299

in Fig. 1c, where the transport has been decomposed into contributions from its mean component,300

[𝑣] [ℎ], its stationary eddy component [𝑣∗ℎ∗] and its transient component [𝑣′ℎ′], where 𝑣 is the301

meridional wind and ℎ is the MSE. Here overbars represent time means, square brackets represent302

zonal means, primes indicate deviations from the time mean and stars indicate deviations from303

the zonal mean. The energy transport is dominated by the contribution from transient eddies,304

especially in the mid-latitudes. The relative importance of the contributions from each of mean,305

stationary eddy and transient parts of the energy transport remains largely the same across all the306

runs; in the Q100 case the mid-latitudes show a weakening of the transient from transient motions,307
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Fig. 1. (a) Meridional distribution of the zonally-averaged surface temperature for the control run and the

Q25, Q50, and Q100 experiments. The meridional axis scales with the sine of latitude to accentuate the tropical

belt. (b) Zonal distribution of surface temperatures at the equator for the control run and the three zonally

asymmetric experiments. (c) Decomposition of vertically and meridionally integrated meridional energy flux

into its mean (solid lines), stationary eddy (dashed lines), and transient eddy (dash-dotted lines) components for

each experiment. (d) Total meridional energy flux (solid lines) and its decomposition into its contributions from

dry static energy (dashed lines) and moisture (dash-dotted lines) for each experiment.
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292

but this is compensated by an increase in the MSE transport by stationary eddies. In the tropics308

the decomposition of the MSE transport looks almost identical across all the runs.309

While the picture of the meridional MSE transport remains consistent as the strength of the310

asymmetric forcing is increased, its individual contributions from the transport of dry static energy311

(DSE) and moisture change significantly in the tropics. Fig. 1d shows the total meridional energy312

transport and its decomposition into transport of DSE and moisture. While the total MSE transport313

(solid lines) remains largely the same with varied asymmetric forcing, the magnitudes of the DSE314

transport (dashed lines) and moisture transport (dash-dotted lines) reduce as the strength of the315

asymmetric forcing is increased in such a way that their sum remains virtually unchanged. The316

contributions of DSE and moisture in the extratropics are qualitatively unaffected by the addition of317
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the asymmetric forcing until the Q100 case, when DSE (moisture) transport increases (decreases)318

slightly.319

The inclusion of the zonally asymmetric ocean heat flux has profound effects on the zonal mean320

circulation of the atmosphere. Fig. 2 shows the meridional overturning circulation and zonal-mean321

zonal winds for each run. In the control run (Fig. 2a), we observe the familiar equinoctial Hadley322

cell (HC) structure and westerly sub-tropical jets (STJs) in the mid-latitudes of each hemisphere.323

As the forcing is increased, the tropical upper troposphere develops westerly winds and begins to324

superrotate: in the Q25 run (Fig. 2b), this superrotation is weak, and the zonal-mean zonal winds325

are similar to the control run. When the strength of the forcing is doubled in the Q50 run (Fig. 2c)326

the superrotation has strengthened so that the upper tropospheric zonal winds are on the order of 10327

m s−1, and the strength of the STJs has weakened considerably. After a further doubling (Fig. 2d),328

an equatorial westerly jet forms at the equator and the STJs have moved slightly equatorward. The329

zonal distribution of upper tropospheric winds (not shown) reveal that the superrotation is driven330

by strong westerly winds in the cold hemisphere, where the STJs have been eliminated such that the331

upper tropospheric dynamical fields form a coupled Kelvin-Rossby (KR) pattern (Showman and332

Polvani 2011). The development of superrotation as a result of asymmetric forcing is consistent333

with previous studies using both two-layer models (Suarez and Duffy 1992; Saravanan 1993) and334

dry multi-level GCMs (Kraucunas and Hartmann 2005; Lutsko 2018).335

The strength of theHC is also affected by the asymmetric forcing. The overturning streamfunction340

for the Q100 case shown in Fig. 2d is about half the strength of the control run (Fig. 2a). This341

transition to a weaker HC occurs rather abruptly between the Q50 and Q100 runs, whereas the342

transition to equatorial superrotation occurs smoothly as the asymmetric forcing is increased.343

Kraucunas and Hartmann (2005) also saw a reduction in the strength of the HC after imposing a344

zonal wavenumber-2 heating distribution in their dry multi-level GCM. That the strength of the HC345

decreases in tandem with the transport of DSE while the MSE transport remains the same (Fig.346

1d) suggests that the dry thermodynamics plays a role in setting the strength of the HC in these347

experiments.348

To finish the discussion of the model mean state response to asymmetric forcing, Fig. 3 shows349

the distributions of time mean precipitation and column saturation fraction (Bretherton et al. 2004;350

Adames 2017), which is defined as ⟨𝑞⟩/⟨𝑞𝑠⟩, where 𝑞 is the specific humidity, 𝑞𝑠 the saturation351
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Fig. 2. Eulerian mass streamfunction (shading) and zonal mean zonal wind (black contours) for (a) the control

run, (b) the Q25 run, (c) the Q50 run and (d) the Q100 run. The thick black contour shows the zero line of zonal

mean zonal wind, and the contour interval is 10 m s−1, with additional contours added at the -5 and +5 m s◦

levels.

336
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339

specfic humidity, the overbar indicates a time mean, and the angle brackets indicate a pressure352

integral from the surface to 100 hPa. In the control, Q25, and Q50 experiments (Fig. 3a-c),353

precipitation can be well-described as a function of the column saturation fraction; the drying of354

the tropics in the cold hemisphere and the subtropics in the warm hemisphere are captured in both355

fields. Furthermore, in these three experiments the climatologically wet regions (𝑃 > 100 W m−2
356

≈ 3.6 mm day−1) are enclosed in the regions of the tropics where the column saturation fraction357

exceeds the relative humidity of the reference moisture profile of the model’s convection scheme358

RHSBM (the thick red contour in Fig. 3). In all three cases this wet regions extends across the359

entire tropical belt.360

The Q100 case (Fig. 3d) contains much more significant departures from the control run. The361

cold hemisphere now contains a large dry region in the tropics with mean precipitation less than 50362

Wm−2, while the subtropics of this hemisphere have become much wetter. Along with the strong363

mean precipitation of the tropics in the warm hemisphere, this lends a wavenumber-1 KR pattern364

to the mean precipitation. There is also less coherence between the precipitation and column365
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Fig. 3. Time-mean precipitation (shading) and column saturation fraction (red contours) for (a) the control

run, (b) the Q25 run, (c) the Q50 run and (d) the Q100 run. The thick contour shows the Simplified Betts-Miller

relative humidity used in the convection scheme

368

369

370

saturation fraction; in the western portion of the warm pool there are wet regions which reside366

outside the region in which ⟨𝑞⟩/⟨𝑞𝑠⟩ > RHSBM.367

The response of the model to asymmetric forcing is characterized by a smooth transition to a su-371

perrotating state and an increase (decrease) in tropical precipitation in the warm (cold) hemisphere.372

After the strength of the forcing is increased enough to generate climatologically dry regions in the373

tropics, more abrupt transitions to a weaker HC and wetter subtropics in the cold hemisphere are374

observed.375

b. Tropical Variability Response376

We next investigate the response of tropical wave activity to asymmetric forcing. Fig. 4 shows377

Hövmoller plots of equatorial precipitation averaged over 10◦S to 10◦N for 200 day segments each378

experiment. For the control run shown in Fig. 4a, the dominant mode of variability is westward379

propagating Rossby waves, which exist throughout the entirety of the domain. Upon the addition of380

the asymmetric forcing in the Q25 case (Fig. 4b), a new mode of intraseasonal tropical variability381

emerges alongside the Rossby waves. These waves propagate eastward with a phase speed of382
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around 6 m s−1 (shown by the red dash-dotted lines in Fig. 4) and are most active over the warm383

pool sector. These are both fundamental characteristics of the observed MJO on Earth.384

Upon a further increase in the strength of the asymmetric forcing in the Q50 case (Fig. 4c), these385

eastward-propagating waves clearly become the dominant mode of tropical variability. Whereas386

in the Q25 case these intraseasonal oscillations seemed to be isolated events, in the Q50 case we387

see multiple MJO-like events occurring successively between days 80 and 160 of the time series.388

The Q50 case also exhibits states of convective self-aggregation; for the first 80 days of the time389

series, a stationary region of precipitation exists on the western edge of the warm pool around390

180◦E before it eventually appears to trigger an MJO-like event around day 80.391

Fig. 4d shows a Hövmoller plot for the Q100 case. Here we see another transition on the behavior392

of tropical waves. The first 80 days of the time series are dominated by high frequency Kelvin wave393

activity over the warm pool sector, while days 80-160 contain a series of strong, successive MJO394

events before returning to a Kelvin wave dominated regime for the final 40 days. Interestingly,395

these two regimes appear to be mutually exclusive: the Kelvin wave activity vanishes from the396

tropical belt when the MJO is active and vice versa. This is in contrast to observational analysis397

such as that of Wheeler and Kiladis (1999), which suggests that an active MJO may coexist with398

Kelvin waves (cf. their Fig. 9). In this strongest forcing case, virtually all precipitation variability399

has been eliminated from the cold pool sector.400

We next transform these equatorial precipitation time series into their signal strength in spectral406

space using the method described in Section 2c1. Since we choose to segment the times series into407

into 192-day periods, the Hövmoller plots in Fig. 4 are representative of what each segment would408

look like. Fig. 5a shows the signal strength of precipitation for the control run. Consistent with409

the Hövmoller plot, the strongest signal comes from Rossby waves at zonal wavenumber 𝑘 = −5.410

There is some spurious eastward propagating signal at intraseasonal time scales and in the Kelvin411

wave band. For the Q25 case (Fig. 5b) a stronger MJO signal is observed between 𝑘 = 2 and412

𝑘 = 5. This signal falls approximately along the 6 m s−1 phase speed line (the thick blue dashed413

line in Fig. 5). Moving on the Q50 case in Fig. 5c, the MJO spectral region overtakes the Rossby414

waves as the mode with the strongest signal. In the Q100 case (Fig. 5d), high frequency Kelvin415

wave activity now appears as a large source of variability, while essentially all of the westward-416

propagating disturbances have been eliminated. Most of the Kelvin wave variability lies between417
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Fig. 4. Hövmoller plots of precipitation for (a) the control run, (b) the Q25 run, (c) the Q50 run and (d) the

Q100 run, with shading showing instantaneous precipitation averaged from 10◦S - 10◦N for 200 day segments

of the model runs. Red dash-dotted lines show lines of 6 m s−1 eastward phase speed, which is about the speed

the simulated MJO disturbances travel across the warm pool. The images have been shifted in longitude so that

the warm pool lies at the center of the frame.

401

402

403

404

405

the 50 m and 150 m equivalent depth dispersion curves, so these waves travel faster than observed418

convectively coupled Kelvin waves on Earth, which have an equivalent depth of 25 m (Wheeler419

and Kiladis 1999). Frierson (2007a) also found that Kelvin waves propagated faster than observed420

in the gray-radiation equivalent of this model. Once again the strongest signal appears along the421

6 m s−1 phase speed line, indicating that the MJO mode is a robust feature of all the asymmetric422

experiments.423

To view the time evolution of the MJO mode generated by the model, we use lag regression429

analysis as described in Section 2c2. As an index we use equatorial precipitation filtered to include430

variability only on intraseasonal timescales (10-100 days) and eastward planetary scales (zonal431

wavenumbers 1-10) and averaged over the region 265◦E-275◦ and 10◦S-10◦N. The lower bound of432

the intraseasonal frequency range has been decreased to 10 days from the more common bound of433

20 days as this was found to better capture precipitation anomalies in Hövmoller plots (not shown).434

Precipitation and mid-tropospheric RH are then regressed against this index for lags ranging from -435
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Fig. 5. Space-time power spectra of equatorial precipitation (a) the control run, (b) the Q25 run, (c) the Q50

run and (d) the Q100 run. Shading shows the normalized signal strength of precipitation averaged from 10◦S to

10◦N. Dashed black lines show dispersion curves for Kelvin and n = 1 Equatorial Rossby waves with equivalent

depths of 25, 50 and 150 m. The thick blue dashed line shows the 6 m s−1 phase speed line. Only values which

pass a chi-squared significance test are shaded.
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425

426

427

428

30 days to +30 days. The resulting lagged time series for the control run and the zonally asymmetric436

experiments are shown in Fig. 6. The strength of the composite MJO increases considerably from437

the control run to the Q25 run. In all cases, RH anomalies propagate in unison with precipitation,438

highlighting the strong connection between moisture anomalies and precipitation driven by the439

model’s convection scheme.440
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Fig. 6. Lagged time series of a composite MJO for (a) the control run, (b) the Q25 run, (c) the Q50 run and
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A robust feature across all the lagged time series in Fig. 6 is the apparent westward group441

velocity of the simulated MJO. This can be seen by tracking the location of the consecutive peaks442

and troughs in precipitation: the dry phase which follows the convectively active phase of the443

MJO occurs significantly further west than the preceding dry phase. Adames and Kim (2016)444

observed a similar westward group velocity in regressions of reanalysis data onto a MJO-filtered445

index of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR). Chen and Wang (2018) argued that the westward446

group velocity reported in Adames and Kim (2016) was a result of the spectral filtering used in447

that study, which filtered out sub-planetary scale effects related to the transit of the MJO across448

the Maritime Continent (MC). However, our aquaplanet model produces an apparent westward449

movement of precipitation maxima without the presence of the MC.450

c. Three-dimensional Structure of the Simulated MJO456

We now employ the EOF-based regressions described in Section 2c3 to investigate the three-457

dimensional structures of the intraseasonal disturbances that are prominent in the warm pool sectors458

of the three asymmetric simulations. Fig. 7a shows WPC1 of precipitation and mid-tropospheric459

pressure velocity for the Q25 run. This case exhibits characteristics associated with the MJO in460
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previous studies of reanalysis products (Adames and Wallace 2014b, 2015; Adames 2017). Most461

notable is the swallow-tail shape of the the main precipitation anomaly, with an equatorially trapped462

signal leading the reference longitude and two off-equator anomalies at around 10◦N/S lagging463

the reference longitude. The pressure velocity has a similar swallow-tail shape. These figures464

also highlight the extratropical interactions of the simulated MJO: regions of anomalously high465

precipitation and ascent are located at 30◦N/S around 60◦ ahead of the convective center of the466

disturbance, and regions anomalously low precipitation and subsidence about 150◦ ahead of the467

disturbance.468

Fig. 7b shows the same composited fields for the Q50 case. The zonal extent of the main469

precipitation disturbance has decreased, but the striking resemblance to the observed MJO is470

retained; disparities with the equivalent reanalysis-based composites in Adames (2017) can in part471

be attributed to the northward displacement of the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) on Earth472

over the Eastern Pacific, whereas in our model the ITCZ lies on the equator across the entire tropical473

belt. Additionally, the extratropical regions of ascent and descent are considerably stronger than in474

the Q25 run. WPC1 for the Q100 run is shown in Fig. 7c. Here some of the resemblance to the475

observed MJO has been lost, as the precipitation field exhibits less of a swallow-tail shape than in476

the previous two runs, and the disturbance has become more closely trapped to the equator. The477

extratropical features however retain their previous structure, and are of a similar strength to those478

observed in the Q50 case.479

Just as the observed MJO is not simply an equatorially-trapped phenomenon, but is rather484

a circulation with global impacts, the extratropical features shown in Fig. 7 indicate that the485

simulated MJO mode in our model also has wider interactions. To further investigate this idea,486

Fig. 8 shows WPC1 and WPC2 the meridional distributions of zonal wind and geopotential height487

averaged between 20◦W and 20◦E of their respective reference longitudes. The composites for488

the Q25 case are shown in Fig. 8a-b. The WPC1 cross-section, which captures behavior over489

the convective center of the MJO, shows easterly winds at the equator and westerly winds in the490

extratropics trapped equatorward of the STJs, while the geopotential field exhibits two positive491

gyres in the upper-troposphere of the extratropics and negative anomalies in the mid-latitudes.492

The vertical structure of these extratropical geopotential anomalies is thus highly baroclinic, with493

reversed sign between the lower- and upper-troposphere. WPC2, which leads the convective center,494
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Fig. 7. WPC1 of precipitation (contours) and 400 hPa pressure velocity (shading) anomalies for (a) the Q25

run, (b) the Q50 run and (c) the Q100 run. The contour interval for precipitation is 3 W m−2, with negative

values dashed and the zero contour omitted. Values which do not pass the statistical significance test are masked

with white.
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has a clear equatorially trapped Kelvin wave signal in the upper troposphere, with westerly winds495

and positive geopotential anomalies. The extratropics are dominated by negative geopotential496

anomalies with more baroptropic structures than those seen in WPC1. A similar structure to the497

zonal wind and geopotential fields was observed by Adames and Wallace (2014a) in their study of498

the MJO using reanalysis data (cf. their Fig. 3).499

Fig. 8c-d shows similar composites for the Q50 case. These bear a strong resemblance to those500

of the Q25 case, but with generally stronger anomalies. In particular, the baroptropic extratropical501

geopotential anomalies are more apparent in WPC2. These anomalies are reminiscent of the502

"Flanking Rossby waves" identified by Adames and Wallace (2014a) as the primary extratropical503

features of the observed MJO. When the strength of the asymmetric forcing is increased further504

in the Q100 case (Fig. 8e-f), the response of the zonal wind and geopotential fields changes505

significantly, resulting in patterns which bear less resemblance to the observed MJO. In WPC1 the506
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Fig. 8. Warm pool composites of geopotential height (shading) and zonal wind anomalies (black contours)
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the Q100 run. Contour interval for zonal wind is 0.5 m s−1, with the thick line indicating the zero contour. Values

which do not pass the statistical significance test are masked with white.
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positive geopotential anomalies have shifted poleward, and there is a stronger negative anomaly507

present in the lower stratosphere. In WPC2, the equatorial Kelvin wave signal is now dominated by508

the Flanking Rossby waves, which are now much stronger than in the Q25 and Q50 cases. These509

results suggest that beyond simply producing a robust intraseasonal oscillation, the Q25 and Q50510

configurations of our model produce global circulations with properties similar to the MJO, while511

the Q100 case produces an intraseasonal oscillation with global interactions that are more disparate512

from the observed MJO.513

To conclude this section, we look at the anomalous moisture and overturning circulation of518

simulated MJO events in the equatorial plane. Fig. 9 shows MJO-related anomalies of RH,519
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specific humidity and zonal circulation. For the Q25 case (Fig. 9a), WPC1 gives a roughly zonal520

wavenumber-1 pattern in the moisture fields. Specific humidity anomalies are confined below521

around 300 hPa, while relative humidity anomalies extend through the upper-troposphere to above522

100 hPa. Both fields exhibit a westward tilt with height, with positive boundary layer specific523

specific humidity anomalies extending more than 120◦ ahead of the reference longitude, but mid-524

tropospheric anomalies are more confined to the convective center of the MJO. RH anomalies525

have a similar westward tilt throughout the depth of the troposphere, but then take on an opposite,526

eastward tilt with height near the tropopause, similar to the structure found for the MJO-related RH527

in Adames and Wallace (2015). The zonal circulation has a double overturning cell pattern, and528

produces a single large subsidence region away from the convective center of the MJO. In this way529

the zonal overturning circulation provides greater context for the equatorial zonal wind anomalies530

observed in Fig. 8a-b.531

Moving to the Q50 case in Fig. 9b, we see that the magnitude of the RH anomalies at the center532

of the MJO have increased considerably. Along with this increase in magnitude, the westward533

tilts of the moisture fields have been reduced; lower-tropospheric specific humidity anomalies534

are now confined primarily to within 60◦ of the reference longitude, and upper-tropospheric RH535

anomalies lie roughly over top of the lower-tropospheric anomalies. The overturning circulation536

has seemingly become more complex. There is now a region of subsidence around 60◦ ahead537

of the reference longitude, associated with the leading overturning cell of the MJO that is now538

separate from the subsidence of the lagging overturning cell. This appears to assist in shallowing539

the positive specific humidity anomalies leading the region of deep convection.540

In the Q100 case (Fig. 9c), the magnitude of the RH anomalies has now decreased relative to the541

Q50 case. The positive specific humidity anomalies have been further confined to the convective542

center of the MJO. The main subsidence region is now associated with the lagging overturning543

cell of the zonal circulation, however this regions has shifted further westward such that it resides544

closer to the leading edge of the MJO. This results in strong negative specific humidity anomalies545

in the lower troposphere between 60◦-180◦ ahead of the reference longitude.546
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Fig. 9. WPC1 of RH (shading), specific humidity (contours), and equatorial overturning circulation ((𝑢,𝜔)

vectors) anomalies for (a) the Q25 run, (b) the Q50 run and (c) the Q100 run. The contour interval for the specific

humidity is 0.04 g kg−1, and the zero contour is omitted. The 𝜔 values for the vectors have been scaled by −102

to improve visualization and have upward arrows correspond to ascending motion. Values which do not pass the

statistical significance test are masked with white.
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551

d. Vertical Structures of the Vertical Velocity552

Reanalysis studies of the MJO suggest that the vertical structure of the vertical velocity is553

dominated by a first baroclinic mode, with ascent throughout the depth of the troposphere that554

maximizes at a mid-tropospheric level around 400 hPa (Adames and Wallace 2014b, 2015).555

The residual structure of the vertical velocity largely takes on a second baroclinic mode with556

opposingmotion in the lower- and upper- troposphere, corresponding to either shallow or stratiform557

convection. Shallow convection is observed leading the center of theMJO and stratiform convection558
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Fig. 10. Equatorial plane of WPC1 for the first baroclinic mode of the intraseasonally-filtered vertical velocity

(black contours) and the residual structure (shading) for (a) the Q25 experiment, (b) the Q50 experiment and (c)

the Q100 experiment. The contour interval is 2 hPa day−1, with negative values dashed and the zero contour

omitted.
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570

571

572

trailing it, lending the divergence field of the MJO its characteristic westward tilt with height559

(Adames and Wallace 2014b; Zhang et al. 2020). To evaluate the importance of these different560

vertical structures to the destabilization and propagation of theMJOmode, we use the PCAmethod561

described in Adames and Wallace (2014b) to decompose the three-dimensional regression map of562

the MJO vertical velocity field into a series of vertical modes and horizontal maps as563

𝜔(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑝) =
𝑁ℓ∑︁
𝑘=1

𝜔𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)Λ(𝑘)
𝜔 (𝑝), (7)

where 𝜔𝑘 are a set of horizontal maps which describe the modal structure of the vertical velocity,564

Λ
(𝑘)
𝜔 are their corresponding vertical structures and 𝑁ℓ is the number of vertical levels. Λ

(1)
𝜔565

then corresponds to the deep convective mode, Λ(2)
𝜔 the shallow or stratiform mode depending on566

the sign of the horizontal map, and more complex vertical structures will be represented by the567

remaining terms of the expansion.568

The contours in Fig. 10 show WPC1 of the first baroclinic mode of the vertical velocity filtered573

to intraseasonal time scales for the Q25, Q50 and Q100 experiments. For the Q25 experiment (Fig.574

10a) the ascent region occupies about 120◦ of longitude, with maximum ascent occurring directly575
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over the reference longitude at around 400 hPa. The anomalous subsidence region occupies the rest576

of the equatorial plane, with maximum descent trailing the convective center of the MJO mode.577

For the Q50 experiment (Fig. 10b), the ascent region of the MJO has been confined to a smaller578

sector of the equator, but has a stronger maximum ascent. The maximum in subsidence now579

occurs immediately ahead of the region of deep convection. Intraseasonal first baroclinic vertical580

velocities for the Q100 case (Fig. 10c) greatly resemble those of the Q50 case.581

The residual WPC1 structures (the full intraseasonal vertical velocity minus the contribution582

of the first baroclinic mode) for each experiment are shown as the shading in Fig. 10. For all583

three experiments, the residual structure is dominated by a region of shallow convection ahead584

of the reference longitude and stratiform convection trailing. In the Q25 experiment, this region585

of shallow convection extends more than 180◦ ahead of the reference longitude. For the Q50586

experiment, the shallow convection has been confined to a smaller extent ahead of the MJO center,587

but has increased in magnitude. Additionally, the region of upper-tropospheric subsidence above588

the shallow convection has increased in strength. More complex structures of vertical velocity start589

to become more prominent away from the reference longitude. The Q100 experiment exhibits a590

similar structure, but the shallow convection has weakened significantly and does not penetrate as591

far into the lower-troposphere, nor as far ahead of the reference longitude.592

4. Sensitivity of the MJO to Model Parameters593

a. Sensitivity to Mixed Layer Depth594

We now investigate the sensitivity of the MJO produced by our model to a few important597

parameters. The first parameter we vary is the depth of the ocean mixed layer by performing598

experiments in the Q50 configuration with the depth of the mixed layer increased to 20 m and 100599

m. Fig. 11 shows the resulting space-time spectra of the signal strength of equatorial precipitation600

for these runs, with Fig. 11a corresponding to the previously presented Q50 case. The spectra601

for the runs with mixed layer depths of 20 m and 100 m are shown in Fig. 11b and Fig. 11c,602

respectively. The two deeper mixed layer cases look very similar in all spectral regions. In603

particular, there is more significant high frequency Kelvin wave activity when deeper mixed layers604

are used, and weakened MJO-like variability, though there is still significant signal along the 6 m605

s−1 phase speed line at intraseasonal time scales. It should also be noted that in a zonally symmetric606
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Fig. 11. As in Fig. 5 but for the Q50 configuration with mixed layer depths of (a) 1 m (the previously shown

Q50 run), (b) 20 m and (c) 100 m.

595

596

state, deeper mixed layers are less favorable to producing MJO-like variability; whereas the control607

run with a mixed layer depth of 1 m still produced some weak signal in the MJO spectral region608

(Fig. 5a), a mixed layer depth of 20 m produces no significant MJO-like variability and instead609

supports planetary scale Kelvin waves (not shown).610

Altering the ML depth of the model also has an impact on the the spatial distribution of611

precipitation within the simulated MJO. With a deeper slab the longitudinal position of the off-612

equatorial precipitation anomalies, which for both the observed MJO and our simulations with613

a ML depth of 1 m (Fig. 7b) lie to the west of the convective center of the MJO, are shifted614

significantly eastward. This shift lends a horizontal structure to the MJO which is mirrored relative615

to its usual distribution; the usual swallow-tail shape of the MJO points in the opposite direction616

(not shown).617

b. Sensitivity to Convection Scheme Parameters618

We next vary the two parameters which control the behavior of the model’s convection scheme.619

We use two additional runs of the model in the Q50 configuration with the RHSBM parameter620

decreased to 60% and increased to 80% from its control value of 70%. Space-time spectra of621
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Fig. 12. As in Fig. 5 but for experiments with RHSBM set to (a) 60%, (b) 70% (the previously shown Q50

run), and (c) 80%.

632

633

equatorial precipitation for these runs are shown in Fig. 12, with Fig. 12b corresponding to the622

unperturbed Q50 experiment. When RHSBM is made smaller (Fig. 12a), the main impact is seen623

at intraseasonal time scales, both as an increase in the signal strength from equatorial Rossby624

waves and as a decrease in the signal strength of the MJO. Conversely, upon increasing RHSBM625

to 80%, a reduction in Rossby wave signal and increase in MJO signal is observed. Alongside626

these changes at intraseasonal time scales, increasing RHSBM also enhances the variability of627

higher frequency Kelvin waves at times scales between 2 and 10 days. Frierson (2007a) observed628

a similar enhancement of convectively-coupled equatorial Kelvin wave activity upon increasing629

RHSBM over a similar range, before seeing a reduction is spectral power when using values close630

to saturation (RHSBM = 0.95).631

We also run one further experiment with the moist convective adjustment time 𝜏SBM increased634

to 16 h in the Q50 configuration. This has the effect of weakening the strength of the intraseasonal635

variability, though the MJO still remains by far the strongest mode of tropical variability. The636

spurious high frequency Kelvin wave signal that was present in the unperturbed Q50 experiment637

is now completely eliminated, consistent with the sensitivity experiments of Frierson (2007a), in638

which increasing 𝜏SBM to a value of 8 h removed virtually all Kelvin wave variability.639
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Fig. 13 shows a Hövmoller plot of equatorial precipitation for the run with the larger 𝜏SBM.640

While there are still eastward-propagating disturbances on the intraseasonal time scale, the nature641

of these disturbances has changed. Whereas the time series in Fig. 4 show their respective642

MJO events as coherent bands of precipitation propagating eastward across the warm pool, in643

Fig. 13 the events have more distinct pockets of precipitation that arise progressively eastward644

with time, while individual pockets move westward. This kind of convective organization is645

found in the observed MJO as well (Nakazawa 1988; Madden and Julian 1994). Frierson (2007b)646

found that running the gray-radiation equivalent of this model with 𝜏SBM = 16 h made tropical647

precipitation organize into much smaller pockets of intense precipitation dominated by large-scale648

condensation, in contrast to the more smeared out features observed when the SBM convection649

scheme was included. This change was accompanied by a transition to a stronger HC and stronger650

mean precipitation at the equator. Our simulations show a similar transition to a stronger HC and651

equatorial precipitation as 𝜏SBM is increased. However, the observed transition is weaker in our652

model than in Frierson (2007b); in their gray-radiation model the HC strength increased by 31%653

and equatorial precipitation increased by 57%, while for our model these quantities increase by654

10% and 23%, respectively, in both the control and Q50 configurations. This suggests that the655

inclusion of interactive radiation in our model helps to stabilize the tropics and retain a weaker HC,656

and that this transition is relatively insensitive to the zonal asymmetry of the model.657

These sensitivity experiments suggest that the coupling of the simulatedMJO tomoist convection660

is distinct from that of both equatorial Rossby waves and Kelvin waves. When the fraction of661

precipitation due to large-scale condensation is decreased (increased) by lowering (raising)RHSBM,662

the model’s convectively-coupled Rossby waves become stronger (weaker), yet the opposite effect663

is seen for the MJO mode. The behavior of the MJO mode also appears to be different from664

the Kelvin waves produced by the model; increasing 𝜏SBM drastically changes the way in which665

tropical convection aggregates and eliminates Kelvin wave variability, yet the tropics still support666

an MJO-like mode in this case.667
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. 4 but for the Q50 experiment with the moist convective adjustment time 𝜏SBM increased to

16 h.

658

659

5. Column Moist Static Energy Budget668

a. Column Moist Static Energy Budget in the GMS Plane669

We now examine the column moist static energy (CMSE) budget of the MJO mode produced670

by our model. We focus here on the Q25 experiment, in which the three-dimensional structure671

of the simulated MJO mode resembles that of the observed MJO to a reasonable degree. Results672

for the Q50 and Q100 experiments are qualitatively similar. Analysis of the CMSE budget has673

been used extensively in past studies of the MJO to identify physical processes that contribute674

to its destabilization and propagation (Kiranmayi and Maloney 2011; Andersen and Kuang 2012;675
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Arnold et al. 2013; Carlson and Caballero 2016; Yasunaga et al. 2019). The Eulerian budgets for676

column dry static energy (CDSE) and column water vapor (CWV) are given by (Yanai et al. 1973)677

𝜕⟨𝑠⟩′
𝜕𝑡

= −∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′+ 𝐿𝑣𝑃
′+ ⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′+𝐻′, and (8a)

678

𝜕⟨𝐿𝑣𝑞⟩′
𝜕𝑡

= −∇ · ⟨𝐿𝑣𝑞v⟩′− 𝐿𝑣𝑃
′+ 𝐿𝑣𝐸

′, (8b)

where 𝑠 is the dry static energy (DSE), 𝑞 is the specific humidity, and v is the horizontal wind.679

The remaining terms represent the various diabatic forcings, where 𝑃 is the precipitation rate, 𝐸680

is the surface evaporation rate, 𝑄𝑟 is the profile of radiative heating, H’ is the sensible heat flux681

at the surface and 𝐿𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporisation. Angle brackets denote pressure integrals682

from the surface to 100 hPa, where the pressure velocity 𝜔 is assumed to be zero, and primes683

denote quantities that have been spectrally filtered to intraseasonal (10-100 day) time scales and684

regressed onto anMJO index to produce anMJO-related anomaly, similar to the procedure outlined685

in Adames (2017). In both Eqs. 8a and Eq. 8b, the primary balance is between vertical advection686

of DSE or CWV and precipitation, with the time tendencies being relatively small residuals. By687

combining these two equations into a single equation for the MSE ℎ = 𝑠 + 𝐿𝑣𝑞, we cancel these688

opposing contributions from precipitation and get an equation for the CMSE:689

𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′
𝜕𝑡

= −∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′+ ⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′+ 𝑆′, (9)

where 𝑆′ = 𝐿𝑣𝐸
′ +𝐻′ is the total surface flux of MSE. Following the derivation of Inoue and690

Back (2015b, 2017), Eq. 9 is then normalized by the anomalous column export of DSE ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′,691

which acts as a measure of the intensity of convection associated with the MJO. The CMSE budget692

can then be written in the form693

1
∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′

𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′
𝜕𝑡

= −(Γ′−Γ′
𝑐), (10)

where Γ′ is the normalized anomalous gross moist stability (GMS) and Γ′
𝑐 is termed the normal-694

ized anomalous critical GMS. Since in this study we are concerned only with anomalous budgets695

of CMSE associated with the MJO, for simplicity we will refer to these quantities as the GMS and696

critical GMS, respectively. These are given by697
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Γ′ =
∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′
∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ and Γ′

𝑐 =
⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′+ 𝑆′
∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ . (11)

We can further decompose the GMS into its separate contributions from the horizontal and698

vertical advection of MSE by defining the horizontal and vertical GMS as699

Γ′
ℎ =

⟨v · ∇ℎ⟩′
∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ and Γ′

𝑣 =
⟨𝜔𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑝⟩′
∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ . (12)

In a similar manner, the horizontal GMS can be further decomposed into its contributions700

from zonal and meridional advection Γ′
𝑥 and Γ′

𝑦, and the critical GMS can be decomposed into701

contributions from radiative heating Γ′
𝑟 = ⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′/∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ and surface fluxes Γ′

𝑠 = 𝑆′/∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′. The702

difference between the GMS and critical GMS Γ′−Γ′
𝑐 is termed the drying efficiency. As in Inoue703

and Back (2015b, 2017), two different phases of the convective lifecycle can be identified based on704

the sign of the drying efficiency: an amplifying phase when the drying efficiency is negative and705

a decaying phase when the drying efficiency is positive. Inoue and Back (2017) showed that the706

GMS is a highly time-dependent quantity, but within that that time-dependence is a coherent cycle707

in the so-called "GMS-plane" of column divergence of DSE andMSE. A characteristic value of the708

GMS over the entirety of this cycle can then be determined via linear regression of the points in this709

plane, and the cycling behavior may be summarized by considering the GMS as a complex-valued710

parameter. It is this characteristic value (the real part of the GMS) which is relevant for many711

previous linear theories of the MJO (Inoue and Back 2017).712

We employ the concept of the GMS-plane to look at the time-dependent behavior of the CMSE713

budget. The MJO-filtered time series of 𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′/𝜕𝑡, ∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′ and ⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′+ 𝑆′ are plotted against the714

column export of DSE ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ for all equatorial points from the center of the warm pool (5◦S-5◦,715

210◦E-330◦E). Following Inoue and Back (2017), the characteristic GMS value is calculated as716

Γ𝑟 =
{(∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′) (∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′)}
{(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) (∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′)} , (13)

where the curly brackets indicate an average across all times and spatial points. The imaginary717

part of the GMS, which measures the degree to which the GMS fluctuates around its characteristic718

value is given by719
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Γ𝑖 = −_𝑐
{(∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′) (𝜕∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′/𝜕𝑡)}

{(𝜕∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′/𝜕𝑡) (𝜕∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′/𝜕𝑡)} , (14)

where _𝑐 is a characteristic frequency for the MJO. For the MJO mode simulated by our model,720

we take this frequency to be 2𝜋/(30 days). Definitions for the characteristic and fluctuating values721

of the critical GMS and drying efficiency are defined in a similar manner.722

Fig. 14 shows the resulting orbits in the GMS-plane for the MJO-filtered (10-100 day period,723

zonal wavenumbers 1-10) time series of the CMSE budget terms using data from the center of724

the warm pool (5◦S - 5◦N, 210◦E - 330◦E) in the Q25 experiment. The scatterplot of column725

export of MSE versus column export of DSE in shown in Fig. 14a. Linear regression through the726

origin gives a positive characteristic GMS (note that in the figure the column export of MSE has727

been multiplied by −1), so that at the time of maximum convection, the combination of horizontal728

and vertical advection is removing MSE from the column. Fig. 14d shows the same scatterplot,729

but with colors indicating the fraction of points in which the strength of convection is increasing730

(i.e. 𝜕∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′/𝜕𝑡 > 0). Here we can see that the times at which convection is increasing are731

associated with negative GMS, so that the combination of horizontal and vertical advection is732

acting to import MSE into the column. At times when convection is weakening, the GMS is higher733

than its characteristic value, and advection acts to damp CMSE anomalies. When the column734

export of MSE is decomposed into its contributions from horizontal and vertical advection, it is735

found the cycling behavior of the GMS is driven by horizontal advection, while the value of the736

characteristic GMS is determined primarily by vertical advection (not shown). Inoue and Back737

(2015a) found similar contributions from vertical and horizontal advection at intraseasonal time738

scales.739

Figs. 14b and 14d show the combined contribution to the CMSE tendency from radiative740

heating and surface MSE fluxes. These two separate terms contribute roughly equal parts to the741

characteristic value of Γ′
𝑐. The radiative heating component is strongly coupled to the strength of742

convection, and does not fluctuate around its characteristic value (not shown). The strength of the743

radiatve heating is also weak compared to its observed effect on Earth: anomalous radiative heating744

associated with the MJO is observed to be roughly linearly related to anomalous precipitation as745

⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′ = 𝑟𝐿𝑣𝑃
′, (15)
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where 𝑟 is a cloud-radiative feedback parameter (Kim et al. 2015; Adames and Kim 2016) which746

generally takes on a value of 𝑟 ≈ 0.17, thoughAdames andKim (2016) suggested that this parameter747

may have some scale-dependence, so that planetary scale motions feel a stronger feedback than748

those at smaller scales. Parameters of this kind have seen extensive use in theoretical models of749

the MJO (Fuchs and Raymond 2002; Sobel and Maloney 2012; Adames and Kim 2016; Fuchs and750

Raymond 2017). Under theWTG approximation of Sobel et al. (2001), in which the time tendency751

of CDSE is ignored, and neglecting sensible heat fluxes Eq. 8a simplifies to a balance of the form752

0 = −∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′+ ⟨𝑄𝑟⟩′+ 𝐿𝑣𝑃
′. (16)

As shown in Inoue and Back (2015b), the radiative heating GMS can be related to the cloud-753

radiative feedback parameter as754

𝑟 =
Γ′
𝑟

1−Γ′
𝑟

. (17)

In our model, where Γ′
𝑟 ≈ 0.03, we will have Γ′

𝑟 ≈ 𝑟. Thus the value of 𝑟 in our model is about755

an order of magnitude smaller than observed for Earth. This is not entirely surprising; since our756

model has no clouds it relies only on radiation-water vapor interactions to produce this effect.757

However, cloud-radiative effects have been posited to play an important role in the destabilization758

of the MJO by reducing the "effective" GMS (Sobel and Maloney 2012; Adames and Kim 2016;759

Adames et al. 2019) that the MJO feels. It is interesting that our model is able to produce an760

MJO-like intraseasonal mode with this effect severely diminished.761

The surface MSE flux on the other hand provides resistance to the propagation of the MJO by762

orbiting around its characteristic value in an opposite sense to GMS. Surface fluxes of sensible763

heat are small in the tropics (Inoue and Back 2017), so this term is dominated by the contribution764

from surface latent heat flux. This is consistent with the results of Adames (2017), who found that765

MJO-related surface evaporation anomalies played an analogous role in opposing the propagation766

of MJO precipitation, which should be approximately co-located with CMSE anomalies close to767

the equator.768

Figs. 14c and 14f show the convective lifecycle of the time-tendency of CMSE. Like the GMS,777

the drying efficiency exhibits a wide orbit, which allows disturbances to continue to grow into the778
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Fig. 14. Convective lifecycle of the CMSE budget using data from the center of the warm pool (5◦S - 5◦N,

210◦E - 330◦E) in the Q25 experiment. (a) scatterplot of −∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′ versus ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′, darker colors indicate a

denser collection of scatter points, and the solid black line shows a regression through the origin. (b) as in panel

(a) but for the diabatic source ⟨𝑄𝑟 ⟩′ + 𝑆′ versus ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′. (c) as in panel (a) but for the CMSE time tendency

𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′/𝜕𝑡 versus ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′. (d) scatterplot of −∇ · ⟨ℎv⟩′ versus ∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′, gridded and colored by the fraction of

points in each grid box in which the convection intensifies, the dashed black line shows the linearly regressed orbit

in the GMS phase plane for convection with an amplitude of 100 W m−2. (e) as in panel (d) but for ⟨𝑄𝑟 ⟩′ + 𝑆′.

(f) as in panel (d) but for 𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′/𝜕𝑡.

769

770

771

772

773

774

775

776

convectively active phase despite the characteristic value of drying efficiency being positive. The779

cycles of the individual budget terms should sum to this cycle. In reality, there will be a residual780

contribution due in part to the fact that the radiative heating rate, which is a model diagnostic, is781

integrated to the top of the atmosphere, while the advection terms of our budget are integrated to782

the assumed rigid lid at 100 hPa. The residuals are however small compared to the magnitude of783

the drying efficiency, suggesting that the budget is still approximately closed.784

As previously discussed, Inoue and Back (2015b) showed that when a region is convectively787

active (∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ > 0), the sign of the drying efficiency identifies two different phases of the MJO: a788
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Table 1. Summary of GMS parameters calculated for the each individual term of the MJO-filtered CMSE

budget for the Q25, Q50, and Q100 experiments.

785

786

Parameter Definition Q25 Q50 Q100

Γ′𝑥 ⟨𝑢𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑥 ⟩′/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) -0.02 + 0.01i 0.01 + 0.02i 0.03 + 0.03i

Γ′𝑦 ⟨𝑣𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑦⟩′/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) -0.05 + 0.06i -0.05 + 0.05i -0.08 + 0.04i

Γ′𝑣 ⟨𝜔𝜕ℎ/𝜕𝑝⟩′/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) 0.22 + 0.02i 0.21 + 0.01i 0.20 + 0.01i

Γ′𝑟 ⟨𝑄𝑟 ⟩′/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) 0.03 + 0.00i 0.03 + 0.00i 0.03 + 0.00i

Γ′𝑠 𝑆′/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) 0.04 + 0.02i 0.05 + 0.02i 0.04 + 0.02i

Γ′−Γ′𝑐 −𝜕⟨ℎ⟩′/𝜕𝑡/(∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′) 0.08 + 0.08i 0.10 + 0.08i 0.10 + 0.07i

negative drying efficiency corresponds to the amplification of convection while a positive drying789

efficiency corresponds to the decay of convection. The CMSE budget can then be viewed as790

a function of the drying efficiency itself, to see how the behavior of the budget changes as the791

convective lifecycle evolves. Figure 15 shows this evolution of the GMS and critical GMS as792

functions of the drying efficiency using the GMS plane orbits found in Fig. 14. When viewed793

in this way, the trajectories of the GMS parameters are linear functions of the drying efficiency.794

Binning the MJO-filtered time series of Γ′ and Γ′
𝑐 by their drying efficiency produces similar linear795

trajectories (not shown). During the amplifying phase, the GMS (the red line) destabilizes the796

MJOmode, then switches sign and becomes a stabilizing influence during the decaying phase. The797

critical GMS (the blue line), which is dominated by the contribution from surface fluxes, provides798

opposition to the propagation of the MJO, indicated by the negative slope as a function of the799

drying efficiency. Thus the critical GMS acts opposite to the GMS, stabilizing the MJO during its800

amplifying phase and destabilizing it during the decaying phase of convection. A small residual801

(the grey line) exists since the drying efficiency is calculated from the time tendency of CMSE,802

while the GMS and critical GMS are calculated using advective and flux terms, respectively.803

b. Connection to Linear Theories of the MJO808

If we consider the MJO in a linear wave framework as a single, equatorially-trapped Fourier809

mode with wavenumber 𝑘 and complex frequency _, then the GMS quantities that were calculated810

in Section 5a become parameters of the linear model. In such a framework, the vertical velocity811

field may be assumed to be truncated to a single vertical mode that corresponds to deep convection812
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Fig. 15. Normalized CMSE budget of the simulated MJO budget in the Q25 experiment as a function of

the drying efficiency. The GMS plane orbits of the GMS Γ′ (red line), critical GMS Γ′
𝑐 (blue line) and drying

efficiency (Γ′−Γ′
𝑐) (black dashed line) from Fig. 14 are plotted as functions of the drying efficiency itself. The

residual of the CMSE budget is shown as a grey line.
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805

806

807

throughout the depth of the troposphere (Fuchs and Raymond 2017; Adames et al. 2019). The813

anomalous vertical velocity related to the MJO can then be written as814

𝜔′ = 𝜔1𝐷𝜔 (𝑦)Λ𝜔 (𝑝) = �̂�1𝐷𝜔 (𝑦)Λ𝜔 (𝑝)𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝑥−_𝑡) , (18)

where �̂�1 is the amplitude of the vertical velocity, 𝐷𝜔 (𝑦) its meridional structure, and Λ𝜔 (𝑝)815

its vertical structure. The column export of DSE (which was used previously to measure the816

strength of convection) is tightly coupled to the first baroclinic vertical velocity, so that the gross817

dry stability 𝑀𝑠 can be introduced to satisfy −∇ · ⟨𝑠v⟩′ = 𝑀𝑠𝜔1. A value for 𝑀𝑠 is determined in a818

similar manner to how the GMS parameters of Section 5a were calculated, with 𝑀𝑠 assumed to be819

real-valued. The CMSE budget given in Eq. 9 may then be written as820

−𝑖_⟨ℎ⟩′ = Γ∗(_, 𝑘)𝑀𝑠𝜔1, (19)
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where Γ∗(_, 𝑘) is some general phase relation which depends on the specific physical param-821

eterizations introduced by a linear model. For example, surface MSE fluxes and zonal MSE822

advection could be parameterized using the wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) mech-823

anism (Neelin et al. 1987; Emanuel 1987) which introduces a dependence on the zonal scale of824

the wave and prefers instability at planetary scales (Fuchs and Raymond 2005, 2017). Similarly825

radiative heating could be related to the precipitation rate through the cloud-radiative feedback826

parameter (Adames and Kim 2016; Adames et al. 2019), which can then be related back to the827

vertical velocity field through the CDSE equation. Here the focus will be on the simplest treatment828

possible for the CMSE equation, where Eq. 19 can be written in terms of the drying efficiency as829

−𝑖_⟨ℎ⟩′ = (Γ−Γ𝑐)𝑀𝑠𝜔1, (20)

where the drying efficiency Γ−Γ𝑐 is a complex parameter which does not depend on _ or 𝑘 . It830

should be noted that this formulation implicitly includes contributions from higher order vertical831

modes; the contribution to the drying efficiency from vertical advection is calculated using the full832

vertical velocity field, rather than only the first baroclinic mode, so that the recharging of CMSE833

by shallow convection ahead of the MJO deep convection is still included. For simplicity, we834

will consider the case of no meridional flow (𝑣 = 0). Such frameworks have been used in the past835

to gain insight into the MJO and other equatorially trapped waves (Fuchs and Raymond 2017;836

Adames et al. 2019; Ahmed 2021). With no meridional flow, the meridional momentum equation837

reduces to a Sverdrup balance which gives the meridional structure that is common to all fields838

in the model. This simplification alleviates the need to solve an eigenvalue problem for multiple839

meridional structures. Furthermore, with this assumption only eastward-propagating modes may840

exist, as westwardmodes (𝑘 < 0) will not decay away from the equator. In this setting, the Appendix841

shows that the CDSEmay be approximated as ⟨𝑠⟩′ ≈ 𝑖𝑀𝑠_𝜔1/(𝑐2𝑘2), where 𝑐 is the phase speed of842

dry gravity waves and is given by 𝑐 = (𝑅𝑑𝑀𝑠/(𝐶𝑝 ⟨Λ𝑇 ⟩))1/2, where 𝑅𝑑 is the specific gas constant843

for air, 𝐶𝑝 the specific heat capacity and ⟨Λ𝑇 ⟩ the pressure integral of the vertical structure of the844

temperature field. In this way we get a dry gravity wave speed of 𝑐 ≈ 51 m s−1, close to observed845

values for Earth (Kiladis et al. 2009). The governing equations for the system are then given by846

𝑀𝑠

𝑐2
_2

𝑘2
𝜔1 = 𝑀𝑠𝜔1 + 𝐿𝑣𝑃

′, and (21a)
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−𝑖_⟨ℎ⟩′ = (Γ−Γ𝑐)𝑀𝑠𝜔1, (21b)

where the contributions to the CDSE tendency from radiative heating and surface sensible847

heat fluxes have been neglected as being small relative to the diabatic forcing provided by the848

precipitation term.849

To close the system of equations, a parameterization of the precipitation term is required. This850

is done via a Betts-Miller type closure of the form851

𝐿𝑣𝑃
′ =

𝐿𝑣

𝜏𝑐
⟨𝑞⟩′ = 1

𝜏𝑐

(
⟨ℎ⟩′− 𝑖

𝑀𝑠

𝑐2
_

𝑘2
𝜔1

)
, (22)

where 𝜏𝑐 is a moist convective relaxation timescale. Such closures have been used extensively in852

previous linear theories of the MJO and other equatorial disturbances (Sobel and Maloney 2012;853

Adames and Kim 2016; Fuchs and Raymond 2017; Adames et al. 2019). Figure 16a shows a854

representation of 𝜏𝑐 in the phase plane of MJO-related precipitation and CWV. 𝜏𝑐 exhibits a small855

orbit around its characteristic value, but is still tightly coupled to the precipitation. Thayer-Calder856

and Randall (2009) also found cyclical paths in the MJO precipitation-CWV phase plane using857

both model and observational data. We find that 𝜏𝑐 ≈ 9.5− 1.8𝑖 hr, shorter than the values used858

in Adames and Kim (2016) and Adames et al. (2019), but still notably distinct from the model’s859

convective adjustment time, 𝜏SBM = 2 hr.860

With this parameterization in hand, the anomalous CMSE ⟨ℎ⟩′ may be eliminated between Eq.861

21a and 21b to get the the following dispersion relation:862

𝜏𝑐_
3 + 𝑖_2− 𝑐2𝑘2𝜏𝑐_− 𝑖𝑐2𝑘2(Γ−Γ𝑐) = 0. (23)

As in Fuchs and Raymond (2017) and Adames et al. (2019), this relation yields two damped863

modes and a single undamped mode at planetary scales. The solid blue lines in Fig. 16b and864

16c show the frequency and growth rate of this unstable mode, respectively. As in Fuchs and865

Raymond (2017), this 𝑣 = 0 mode has a faster phase speed than the observed MJO (shown by the866

black dash-dotted line in Fig. 16b). The mode also exhibits a westward group velocity for 𝑘 > 2.867

The growth rate of the mode remains positive for a range of 𝑘 that extends just slightly past 𝑘 = 1,868

and has a magnitude that is weaker than the solutions of Fuchs and Raymond (2017) and Adames869

et al. (2019).870
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Fig. 16. (a) Representation of 𝜏𝑐 in the phase plane of MJO precipitation and CWV. (b) Linear frequency

Re(_)/(2𝜋) for the undamped mode of the full dispersion relation (blue line) and the simplified WTG solution

(orange line). The black dash-dotted line shows the 6 m s−1 phase speed line. (c) Growth rate for the undamped

mode of the full dispersion relation (blue line) and the WTG solution (orange line). The dashed blue line shows

the solution of the full dispersion relation when the imaginary part of the drying efficiency is neglected.

871

872

873

874

875

This dispersion relation may be simplified by neglecting the 2nd and 3rd order terms in _.876

Physically, this is equivalent to invoking the assumptions of WTG balance: the time tendency of877

the CDSE is assumed to be small, and the time tendency of the CMSE is then assumed to be878

dominated by its contribution from the moisture tendency. Eq. 21a and 21b may then be written as879

0 = 𝑀𝑠𝜔1 + 𝐿𝑣𝑃
′ and (24a)

880

−𝑖_
(
⟨ℎ⟩′− 𝑖

𝑀𝑠

𝑐2
_2

𝑘2
𝜔1

)
= (Γ−Γ𝑐)𝑀𝑠𝜔1. (24b)
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Solving this system for _ then yields the simplified dispersion relation881

_ = − 𝑖

𝜏𝑐
(Γ−Γ𝑐). (25)

It is clear from Eq. 25 that in this WTG setting, the real part of the drying efficiency determines882

whether the mode will be unstable, and the imaginary part determines the speed at which the wave883

propagates. The solid orange lines in Fig. 16b and 16c show the linear frequency and growth rate884

of this mode. Both the frequency and the growth rate of the mode are insensitive to the zonal885

scale of the wave, meaning the mode’s phase speed scales with 1/𝑘 and it is damped equally at886

all zonal wavenumbers. This suggests that due to the weak radiative heating associated with the887

MJO in our model, the modes cannot be destabilized in a WTG setting. This is in contrast to the888

𝑣 = 0 WTG mode discussed in Adames et al. (2019), where strong cloud-radiation interactions889

adequately lowered the effective GMS to make the mode unstable at planetary scales. Fuchs and890

Raymond (2017) also found that their WISHE moisture mode was damped in a WTG setting in the891

absence of cloud-radiative feedbacks.892

The dashed blue line in Fig. 16c shows the growth rate of the mode when the imaginary parts893

of Γ−Γ𝑐 and 𝜏𝑐 are neglected. Making this alteration eliminates the instability at planetary scales.894

This suggests that the convective lifecycle of vertical advection and other CMSE budget terms,895

which is encapsulated by allowing the GMS parameters and hence the drying efficiency to be896

complex-valued, is essential to the existence of an instability at planetary scales in the absence of897

WISHE or cloud-radiative feedbacks.898

6. Discussion899

Many previous attempts have been made to produce MJO-like disturbances in idealized settings900

[see Jiang et al. (2020) for a comprehensive review of modelling efforts related to the MJO].901

Here we will discuss how our study relates to a few of these attempts. While in our model the902

application of a zonally asymmetric forcing was required to make the MJO-like disturbances the903

dominant mode of tropical intraseasonal variability, many other studies have been successful in904

generating an MJO mode in a variety of zonally symmetric aquaplanet configurations. Andersen905

and Kuang (2012) used the Super-Parameterized Community Atmosphere Model (SP-CAM) to906

generate MJO-like disturbances, and Arnold et al. (2013) found that MJO variability was enhanced907
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at higher sea-surface temperature (SST) in the same model. Carlson and Caballero (2016) used the908

Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) with a conventional convection scheme coupled to a slab909

ocean with prescribed ocean heat transports to show that the MJO was enhanced after multiple910

doublings of the atmospheric carbon dioxide mixing ratio, and was accompanied by a transition to911

a superrotating state. Khairoutdinov and Emanuel (2018) used a cloud-resolving model (CRM) in912

a channel setup about the equator to generate a MJO-like mode. In their respective analyses of the913

intraseasonal CMSE budget, all of these studies identify long-wave radiative heating as playing914

the most important role in destabilizing the MJO. However, the mechanism denial experiments915

of Arnold and Randall (2015) suggested that SP-CAM still has some ability to produce an MJO916

without cloud-radiation feedbacks. Our model also suggests that intraseasonal modes can be917

generated without strong radiation feedbacks, as the lack of clouds makes radiative heating a918

much smaller contributor to the CMSE budget. The necessary condition of zonal asymmetry to919

produce an appreciable MJO in our model suggests that stronger convection-radiation feedbacks920

are a necessary condition for the MJO instability to grow from small perturbations in a zonally921

symmetric model. Many of these symmetric models also produce very consistent and regular MJO922

events when equatorial OLR or precipitation are viewed in Hövmoller plots (Andersen and Kuang923

2012; Arnold et al. 2013; Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2018), whereas our model produces more924

variability in the time between initiation of MJO events.925

Other studies have emphasized the importance of the warm pool to the generation of an ap-926

preciable MJO signal. Maloney et al. (2010) showed that their model, which produced a weak927

MJO in its zonally symmetric configuration, could produce a stronger MJO when the fixed SST928

distribution was modified to mimic the observed equatorial distribution of Earth. However, their929

model also required a weakening of the extratropical SST meridional gradient to get a strong MJO.930

Our model, which lacks ocean heat transport, has a strong gradient of surface temperature in the931

extratropics yet still produces an MJO-like mode, suggesting differences in the way idealized and932

comprehensive models respond to the introduction of a warm pool. The earlier work of Bladé933

and Hartmann (1993) also emphasized the importance of zonal asymmetry in a two-layer model934

with a conditional instability of the second kind (CISK) model of convective heating. The pres-935

ence of a zonal temperature gradient highlighted fundamental differences between moist Kelvin936

waves which circumnavigated the equatorial band and the "CISK-modes" which were unique to937
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the warm pool sector. This led them to attribute the intraseasonal time scale of their CISK-mode to938

localized convective processes in the warm pool, rather than the global propagation of the Kelvin939

modes. Simple, local models of convection have also suggested an intrinsic intraseasonal time940

scale for convective processes (Hu and Randall 1994; Sobel and Gildor 2003). Bladé and Hart-941

mann (1993) associated this timescale with the rapid increase of static stability during the time of942

active convection (discharge) and the slow reduction of static stability during convectively inactive943

times (recharge). Our model undergoes a similar transition in atmospheric stability, here measured944

using the GMS, with negative GMS prior to the time of maximum convection and positive GMS945

afterwards. That the two most important parameters in our linear model, the drying efficiency and946

moist convective adjustment time, essentially describe the behavior of local convective processes947

suggests further synergy with the recharge-discharge picture of intraseasonal oscillations.948

Bladé andHartmann (1993) also used this setup to show the importance of extratropical influences949

on the initiation of the MJO. New disturbances appeared as stationary signals of upper-level950

divergence formed from the intrusion of mid-latitude eddies into the tropics before beginning to951

propagate eastward. They further argued that the stochastic nature of this forcing meant that it952

would not be seen in analysis of composite disturbances. Some of the MJO events in our model953

also begin as stationary convective regions (Fig. 4c). More recent work (Ray et al. 2009; Ray954

and Zhang 2010) have emphasized the key role that extratropical influences play in the initation of955

individual MJO events. Future work with our model should investigate the role that extratropical956

eddies play in MJO onset both for individual disturbances and in a composite sense, particularly in957

the context of the various tropical mean states that can be generated by varying the strength of the958

asymmetric forcing. It would be interesting to see what role the development of the KR pattern of959

stationary eddy divergence with stronger zonal temperature gradients may play in initiating MJO960

events.961

Another striking feature of our model is its response to changes in the ML depth of the bottom962

boundary. It was found that the strength of MJO events increased monotonically as the ML depth963

was decreased. This is in contrast to the results of Maloney and Sobel (2004), where it was964

found that intraseasonal precipitation was maximized at a moderate ML depth of 20 m relative965

to both shallower and deeper depths. A similar nonmonotonic response to changes in ML depth966

was seen in the zero-dimensional model of Sobel and Gildor (2003) when forced at intraseasonal967
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time scales. In the models of both Sobel and Gildor (2003) and Maloney and Sobel (2004), the968

strength of surface radiative fluxes into the slab ocean were linked to cloud-radiation feedbacks by969

assuming that clouds modulate downward shortwave radiative fluxes with the same strength that970

they reduce the long-wave radiative cooling to space. In our model the net surface shortwave flux971

at the equator is reduced when precipitation is largest, but the strength of this effect is reduced972

relative to the assumption of Sobel and Gildor (2003), just as the convection-radiation feedback973

is relatively weak. Thus the different dependency of our model upon the ML depth may also be974

linked to the simple treatment of moist convection.975

7. Conclusions976

In this study we have shown that MJO-like variability may be induced in an idealized moist977

GCM by introducing zonal asymmetry through a wavenumber-1 ocean heat flux. The simulated978

MJO was able to reproduce many of the characteristics of the observed MJO: slow (6 m s−1)979

propagation eastward across the warm pool sector, swallow-tail spatial structure of precipitation980

and westward tilt with height were all reproduced by the model. Extratropical Rossby waves981

associated with the MJO, both on the equatorward flank of the STJ and in the mid-latitudes were982

also generated by our model. The strength of this MJO mode appeared to be strongest when983

the surface temperature difference between the warm pool and cold pool was around 5 K (the984

Q50 experiment). Further increasing the asymmetry produced a peculiar bistable regime, where985

high frequency Kelvin waves and the MJO mode dominated tropical variability at different times.986

The application of this asymmetric forcing also had profound effects on the mean state of the987

simulations; a transition to superrotation in the tropical upper-troposphere and a weakening of the988

Hadley cell were observed as the contrast between the cold pool and warm pool was increased. This989

was accompanied by a moistening of the subtropics of the cold hemisphere, so that thermodynamic990

fields take on a KR pattern. However, the meridional flux of MSE was insensitive to the imposition991

of zonal asymmetry.992

The MJO mode generated in our model was sensitive to the ML depth of the underlying slab993

ocean. The strongest MJO variability was seen at very shallow ML depths, though the mode was994

still present when the ML depth was deeper. The behavior of the MJO mode was also sensitive995

to the configuration of the model’s convection scheme. Upon increasing (decreasing) the relative996
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humidity of the reference moisture profile the MJO mode became stronger (weaker). Interestingly,997

the MJO-like variability is retained when the moist convective adjustment time of the convection998

scheme was increased by a factor of 8; this alteration drastically changed the way equatorial999

precipitation organized, yet precipitation anomalies were still seen to propagate slowly across the1000

warm pool sector. It is one of the strengths of our study that there are only two parameters to1001

adjust in the SBM convection scheme; studies using more comprehensive GCMs (e.g. Hannah1002

and Maloney 2014; Klingaman and Woolnough 2014a,b) have shown a strong dependence on the1003

parameters of more complicated convection schemes.1004

An analysis of the CMSE budget of the MJO modes revealed that advection of MSE plays a1005

dominant role in setting the so-called "drying efficiency" of the atmosphere. Prior to the arrival1006

of the MJO, advection acts to charge the column with MSE before transitioning to removing1007

MSE from the column when convection is at a maximum. The combinations of surface fluxes1008

and radiative heating act opposite to advection, stabilizing the MJO while convection intensifies1009

and destabilizing it while convection diminishes. Since there are no clouds in the model, the1010

contribution of radiative heating to the maintenance of the MJO mode is severely diminished1011

relative to its effect on the observed MJO. It is the generation of an MJO-like disturbance without1012

an appreciable contribution from cloud-radiative feedbacks which is perhaps the most interesting1013

result of this study. It suggests an expanded role for the hierarchy of atmospheric models in1014

understanding the physical mechanisms of the MJO.1015

A linear stability analysis in the simplified 𝑣 = 0 case using parameters derived from our model1016

suggested that instabilitymay be produced at planetary scales without appealing to eitherWISHE or1017

cloud-radiative feedbacks to act as a destabilizing influence. In particular, modelling the convective1018

lifecycle of the MJO mode by allowing the drying efficiency and moist convective adjustment1019

time to be complex-valued parameters was found to be essential to producing a planetary-scale1020

instability. Enforcing WTG balance lead to the mode being damped equally at all length scales,1021

as the convection-radiation feedbacks were too weak to sufficiently reduce the effective GMS1022

as is required in other moisture mode theories (Adames et al. 2019). Future work will look at1023

more comprehensive (𝑣 ≠ 0) linear theories which can produce moisture modes which bear greater1024

qualitative resemblance to the observed MJO to see what role the convective lifecycle viewpoint1025

can play in destabilizing these models.1026
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The initiation ofMJO events in ourmodel was not explored in this study, but should be considered1027

as a vital topic for future investigations. In particular, the role of the extratropics in exciting MJO1028

events on the western flank of the warm pool has been discussed in previous work (Bladé and1029

Hartmann 1993; Ray et al. 2009; Ray and Zhang 2010). In the context of our model, we also1030

believe it would be fruitful to explore how changes to the atmosphere’s mean state with increased1031

asymmetric forcing may affect the ability of extratropical disturbances to initiate MJO events.1032
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APPENDIX1041

Phase Relation between CDSE and First Baroclinic Pressure Velocity1042

The linearized, 𝑣 = 0 momentum, continuity, and hydrostatic equations truncated to a first1043

baroclinic mode on the equatorial 𝛽-plane are given by (e.g. Fuchs and Raymond 2017; Adames1044

et al. 2019)1045

𝜕𝑢′

𝜕𝑡
= −𝜕𝜙′

𝜕𝑥
, (A1a)

1046

𝛽𝑦𝑢′ = −𝜕𝜙′

𝜕𝑦
, (A1b)

1047

𝜕𝑢′

𝜕𝑥
= −𝜕𝜔′

𝜕𝑝
, and (A1c)

1048

𝜕𝜙′

𝜕 ln 𝑝
= −𝑅𝑑𝑇

′, (A1d)

where 𝑢′ is the zonal velocity anomaly, 𝜙′ is the geopotential anomaly, 𝑇 ′ is the temperature1049

anomaly and 𝛽 is the meridional gradient of the planetary vorticity. We first note that eliminating1050

𝑢′ between Eqs. A1a and A1b provides the meridional structure 𝐷 (𝑦) that is common to all the1051

fields, which must satisfy1052

d𝐷 (𝑦)
d𝑦

= − 𝛽𝑘

_
𝑦𝐷 (𝑦). (A2)

This equation can be solved to yield a meridional strucutre given by1053
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𝐷 (𝑦) = exp(− 𝛽𝑘

2_
𝑦2), (A3)

which limits our solutions to only eastward propagating modes, as westward modes (𝑘 < 0) will1054

not decay away from the equator. Eqs. A1 also stipulate certain relations between the vertical1055

structures of the various fields. The conditions provided by the zonal momentum, continuity, and1056

hydrostatic equations are respectively given by1057

Λ𝑢 (𝑝) = Λ𝜙 (𝑝), (A4a)
1058

Λ𝑢 (𝑝) = −dΛ𝜔 (𝑝)
d𝑝

, and (A4b)

1059

dΛ𝜙 (𝑝)
dln 𝑝

= Λ𝑇 (𝑝). (A4c)

Removing the common vertical and meridional dependence, Eqs. A1a, A1c and A1d may be1060

expressed as1061

_𝑢1 = 𝑘𝜙1, (A5a)
1062

𝑖𝑘𝑢1 = 𝜔1, and (A5b)
1063

𝜙1 = −𝑅𝑑𝑇1. (A5c)

The anomalous DSE is given by 𝑠′ = 𝐶𝑝𝑇
′+𝜙′, so that the vertically integrated anomalous DSE1064

may be written as1065

⟨𝑠⟩′ = 𝑅𝑑𝑇1(𝐶𝑝 ⟨Λ𝑇 ⟩/𝑅𝑑 − ⟨Λ𝜙⟩), (A6)

where Eq. A5c has been used to relate the geopotential anomaly to the temperature anomaly. The1066

term in the brackets is dominated by its first term, related to the vertical integral of temperature,1067

so the contribution from ⟨Λ𝜙⟩ is neglected. Eqs. A5 may then be used to relate the vertically1068

integrated DSE anomaly to the pressure velocity as1069

⟨𝑠⟩′ = 𝑖
𝐶𝑝

𝑅𝑑

_

𝑘2
⟨Λ𝑇 ⟩𝜔1. (A7)
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The square of the dry gravity wave speed can then be defined as 𝑐2 = 𝑅𝑑𝑀𝑠/(𝐶𝑝 ⟨Λ𝑇 ⟩) so that1070

the anomalous CDSE may be written as1071

⟨𝑠⟩′ = 𝑖
𝑀𝑠

𝑐2
_

𝑘2
𝜔1. (A8)
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